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Our wine cabinets

In order for your wines to mature and
reach their potential, a wine cabinet
must meet 5 basic criteria.

#

1

A constant
temperature

The five basic criteria

8 | The five basic criteria

#

2

Suitable humidity
levels

In a natural cellar...
The thick walls made of stone and
earth ensure a constant temperature of
10 - 14°C.

In a natural cellar...
The rough stone walls and ceilings capture humidity in the air, guaranteeing
an ideal humidity level of above 50%.
Excess humidity is controlled and evacuated via the gravel floor.

EuroCave’s solution...
The walls (6 cm thick cellular insulant) and thermal regulation system
guarantee a constant temperature of
10 - 14°C.

EuroCave’s solution...
The exclusive humidity preservation
system combined with the aluminium
walls guarantee an ideal humidity level
of above 50%.

#

3

thermal
insulation, U.V.
protection
In a natural cellar...
The thick walls provide excellent thermal insulation. The darkness of the
cellar protects the wine from harmful
U.V. rays, in this way preventing premature deterioration of your wine.
EuroCave’s solution...
The walls constitute an optimal thermal barrier. What’s more, EuroCave
cabinets protect the wine from light
thanks to their solid doors or U.V.screened glass doors.

#

4

An anti-vibration
system
In a natural cellar...
The thickness of the walls and the location of the cellar constitute an excellent
defence against external vibration.
EuroCave’s solution...
The actual layout and structure of our
wine cabinets allow vibrations, which
disturb wine’s development process, to
be absorbed.

#

5

A permanent
ventilation system
In a natural cellar...
Constant circulation of air is obtained
by the difference in pressure between a
door held ajar and an air vent.
EuroCave’s solution...
A constant, slow flow of filtered air is
obtained by the difference in pressure
between two holes in the cabinet.
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Choose your cabinet according to your requirements
1

2

Type of use

Size

22°C

Sort

Sliding shelves facilitate individual
access to bottles and allow you to
display, on one row, 7 – 12 bottles
depending on the model.

6°C

22°C

6°C
5°C

21°C
10-14°C
10-14°C

22°C22°C

10-14°C
6°C

21°C

7°C
21°C21°C
10-14°C
10-14°C

7°C 7°C

14-20°C
14-20°C
9-15°C
9-15°C

10-14°C
10-14°C

6-10°C
6-10°C

6°C 6°C

22°C

6°C

10-14°C

6°C

5°C

21°C

6-10°C

6

6°C

Depending on the interior layout

6°C

14-20°C

10-14°C

3

5

The door

6°C

11 types of door are available*, to allow you to choose the door suited to your interior. Reversible**,
you also choose the direction in which your cabinet door opens.

Wine serving cabinets
(multi-temperature) for
serving wine at an ideal
temperature.

Glass doors

Stainless steel
door

Solid doors

Display

Taste

Designed to vertically display
bottles, these display shelves
allow you to offer ‘‘wine by the
glass’’.

Designed to display bottles
upright, these display shelves
allow you to serve ‘‘wine by the
glass’’.

See all the layout possibilities page 50

6°C

9-15°C

10-14°C

L
Up to 234
bottles*
*

15-22°C

9-15°C

M
Up to 169
bottles*

10-14°C

Multi-function
cabinets
(2 or 3 temperature) for
maturing, cooling and
bringing wine to room
temperature.
10-14°C

6-10°C
6-10°C10-14°C6-10°C
6-10°C

10-14°C

Store

Always fixed, these storage
shelves are designed to store a
maximum amount of bottles,
whilst ensuring their complete
stability.

14-20°C

7°C

15-22°C
15-22°C
9-15°C
9-15°C

5°C 5°C

6°C

22°C

9-15°C
9-15°C

10-14°C
10-14°C

14-20°C

14-20°C
10-14°C

5°C

S
Up to 92
bottles*

Maturing cabinets
(single temperature) for
maturing wine.
10-14°C

10-14°C

Interior layout

Premium optional extras*

Colour or covering
According to the range selected, EuroCave offers a wide range of colours and
coverings to allow your cabinet to fit in perfectly in your living area or garage.

Technical doors
Standard colours

6-10°C

Collection covering

14-20°C
9-15°C

Add a strip of light all around your cabinet, to bathe your bottles
in an amber halo (U.V.-free light).

10-14°C

10-14°C
7°C

6-10°C

Choose the front of your shelf: Light oak or Glossy black.

6°C

Stainless steel
cladding
Black

Silver

Red

Full Glass

Black

Silver

Red

Black
Piano

Glass and
stainless steel

Technical
Glass

Technical
Solid

See the possibilities according to *the models **the ranges
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Royale panels

Opt for sliding shelves fitted with a soft-close device, to allow the
shelves to close slowly and silently.
Equipment as standard for the Revelation range,
optional extras only available for the Pure range

*

Our wine cabinet ranges

12 | Our wine cabinet ranges

Première

Pure

Revelation

Compact

An easy to use range which
meets all the essential criteria
for maturing wine.

A comprehensive range designed
for multiple uses.

A luxury range that offers
incomparable ergonomics in terms
of interior layout.

Space-saving and flush-fitting
in the kitchen guaranteed.

Inspiration

ShowCave

Royale

A flush-fitting range with a
timeless design, ideal for kitchens
and living rooms.

ShowCave is unique.
This exceptional range enhances
and dramatically displays your wine
bottles.

The best wine cabinet
in the World

Our wine cabinet ranges | 13

Première
Simply expert
A range of wine maturing cabinets
with a wide choice of modern, stylish
finishes.
Its secret is a skilful combination of tradition and modernity...
Tradition, because cabinets in the
Première range observe the essential
criteria for optimal wine maturing,
recreating a protective environment.
Modernity, because these cabinets
successfully combine aesthetics and
technology.

14 | Première

One function
22°C

15-22°C
9-15°C
9-15°C

10-14°C
5°C

21°C

Wine maturing cabinets
recreate the same conditions
found in a natural cellar, by
meeting the criteria essential
for storing wine.

6-10°C

14-20°C
9-15°C
10-14°C

10-14°C

7°C

6-10°C

6-10°C

6°C

Première | 15

Première

3 cabinet sizes
Detachable lighting

Detachable lighting

A discreet handle

Clever, it creates a lighting effect
or facilitates reading in
“ reading light ” mode.

The handle is built into
the door frame.

3 cabinet sizes
to offer capacity for up to
234 bottles

Concealed handle

Doors with coloured frames
S

M

L

The door frames are coloured and have clean lines.

Red frame

Glass

16 | Première

Solid

Silver frame

Glass

Solid

Coloured door frames:
red, silver or black

Black frame

Glass

Solid

Première

Pure
Allow your wine to
mature in optimal
conditions
Maturing, serving and multi-functional (maturing and serving) cabinets, its
finishes are elegant, allowing it to complement any interior.

Three functions
22°C

15-22°C
9-15°C

5°C

21°C

Wine maturing cabinets
recreate the same conditions
found in a natural cellar, by
meeting the criteria essential
for storing wine.

6-10°C

7°C

6-10°C

14-20°C
9-15°C

5°C

21°C

6-10°C

9-15°C
10-14°C
6-10°C

9-15°C
10-14°C

Wine serving cabinets
offer up to ten temperature
zones (temperature graduated
from 5 - 22°C), and allow you
to store, in one same cabinet,
several types of wine (rosé,
white, red), at an ideal serving
temperature.
10-14°C
10-14°C

10-14°C

18 | Pure

22°C

9-15°C
10-14°C

10-14°C

6°C

7°C

6-10°C

15-22°C
22°C

15-22°C
9-15°C

9-15°C
5°C
6-10°C

14-20°C
21°C
10-14°C
6°C 7°C

9-15°C
6-10°C

6-10°C

14-20°C
9-15°C

Multi-function cabinets
with 3 temperatures they
have three separate temperature zones: 1 zone for
maturing wine (9-15°C), 1
chilling zone at the bottom
(6-10°C) and 1 zone at the
top for bringing wine to room
temperature (15-22°C).
10-14°C

6-10°C

6°C

Pure | 19

Pure

Panel colours

Covering

Nero

Buffalo

A handle with glass finish
Detachable handle &
user-friendly fastening3

S

M

L

Full Glass

Black and glass Silver and glass

U.V.-free lighting To safely
showcase your bottles.

Stainless steel 1

A strong lock
Premium optional extras,
attractive shelves (Light oak
or Glossy black front), a strip
of light which surrounds the
cabinet, and more fluid handling thanks to a soft-close
device.

A strong lock
Dual action lock for
increased security

Choice of different
panel colours and
beautiful coverings

5 types of door
High gloss black

5 types of door

A handle with
glass finish

3 cabinet sizes
able to store 74 - 234 bottles

EuroCave
technology,
temperature controlled to
the nearest 10th of a degree,
monitored humidity levels,
a visual alarm for peace of
mind.

3 cabinet sizes

Stainless steel
and glass
1- Large model only
2- Small model only
3- High gloss black and Full Glass doors only

20 |

Pure

Pure | 21

Revelation
Delicate gestures
reveal delicate
emotions.

Two functions

African proverb
In addition to meeting all the criteria
essential for maturing and serving
wine, the range now has every optional
extra you could desire in a cabinet,
making it even more enjoyable to use.

22 | Revelation

22°C

15-22°C
9-15°C

22°C

15-22°C
9-15°C

9-15°C
10-14°C

10-14°C
5°C

21°C

Wine maturing cabinets
recreate the same conditions
found in a natural cellar, by
meeting the criteria essential
for storing wine.

6-10°C

14-20°C
9-15°C

9-15°C
5°C

21°C

6-10°C

6-10°C

6-10°C

14-20°C
9-15°C

Wine serving cabinets
offer up to ten temperature
zones (temperature graduated
from 5 - 22°C), and allow you
to store, in one same cabinet,
several types of wine (rosé,
white, red), at an ideal serving
temperature.
10-14°C
10-14°C

10-14°C

7°C

6-10°C

6°C

10-14°C

7°C

6-10°C

6°C
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A strip of light
Surrounding the cabinet

Revelation
2 cabinet sizes
To offer capacity for
up to 234 bottles

S

2 cabinet sizes

Glossy black or Light
oak front shelves

New generation “ Main du
Sommelier ” support
Structure in two materials which
cradles and protects your bottles
from vibration. It is detachable to
allow you to adapt organisation
of your bottles to their size and
quantity.

Almost tailor-made
For each cabinet, it is possible to choose the colour, size,
door, external and interior
finishes.

Strip of light

Identifying your bottles
Shelf labels for writing the names
of your wines. Up to 6 detachable shelf labels per shelf. White
marker pen supplied (erasable).

3 types of door
Detachable shelf labels
for identifying
your bottles

L

Panel colours

Full Glass

Shelves:
Choice of front
Light oak or Glossy black

3 types of door
High Gloss
Black

Buffalo

Glass with stainless
steel frame

Covering
(available as an optional extra)
Stainless
steel 2

Stainless
steel

1- Small model only 2- Large model only

Nero

New generation
“ Main du Sommelier ”
support

A choice of different
panel colours and
beautiful coverings

Revelation

A protective cocoon
Each detail of this cabinet has been designed to offer your
bottles maximum safety: a new sliding shelf fitted with main
du sommelier supports, made from a structure in two materials, which adapts to the shape of the bottle and protects it
from vibration, and a soft-close device which slows the movement of the shelf.

Revelation | 25

Compact
Flush-fitting and space
saving

Two functions

This range of wine serving and maturing cabinets is available in two versions.
In the free-standing version, the cabinets ideally meet space constraints. In
the flush-fitting version, they fit perfectly into the kitchen. The dimensions
of cabinets in the Compact range are
designed to meet the requirements of
kitchen designers.
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22°C

15-22°C
9-15°C

5°C

21°C

Wine maturing cabinets
recreate the same conditions
found in a natural cellar, by
meeting the criteria essential
for storing wine.

6-10°C

7°C

6-10°C

14-20°C
9-15°C

15-22°C
9-15°C
9-15°C

5°C

21°C

6-10°C

6-10°C

6-10°C

14-20°C
9-15°C

Wine serving cabinets
offer up to ten temperature
zones (temperature graduated
from 5 - 22°C), and allow you
to store, in one same cabinet,
several types of wine (rosé,
white, red), at an ideal serving
temperature.
10-14°C
10-14°C

10-14°C

According to the geographical area.

22°C

9-15°C
10-14°C

10-14°C

6°C

10-14°C

7°C

6-10°C

6°C

Compact | 27

2 cabinet
sizes

Compact
2 cabinet sizes

3 types of door

To offer capacity for
up to 167 bottles

“ Front-vented ” system
Ventilation at the front and an air
vent allow you to place the cabinet
under a work surface, with no need
to make holes in the work surface.*

S

L

Wine serving or
maturing cabinet

3 types of door
Full Glass

*

Technical

for the small model

Glass

Compact

I nspiration
Four functions
High standards for
storing and serving
wine
Clean lines, ergonomic curves...
Inspiration’s design was devised to be
timeless, perfectly complement your
kitchen and provide unprecedented ease
of use.

20°C
12°C

20°C

6°C

Single-temperature
Wine maturing cabinet
Inspiration is set at 12°C and
recreates the same conditions
found in a natural cellar, by
meeting the criteria essential
for storing wine.

20°C

65 //
8°C
20°C

12°C

15 / 6 /
16°C 8°C

5°C

Single-temperature
Wine-serving cabinet
Inspiration can be set to one
temperature chosen between
5 and 20°, allowing you to
have all of your bottles at an
ideal serving temperature,
according to the type of wine
and selected temperature setting.

15 /
16°C

12°C

5°C

15-22°C

22°C
5/
20°C

10-14°C
5°C

21°C

Multi-temperature
wine serving cabinet
Inspiration offers up to 10
temperature zones (staggered
from 5 - 20°C) allowing you
to store several types of wine
(rosé, white, red) at an ideal
serving temperature within
one same cabinet.

9-15°C

6-10°C

6-10°C

6-11°C
15 /
16°C

13-18°C

14-20°C
9-15°C

2-temperature cabinet
for serving wine and
preserving one open
bottle
Inspiration has 2 temperature
zones: 1 zone for bringing red
wine to room temperature at
the bottom (13 - 18°C) and
a chilling zone at the top (6 11°C). This model offers an
air vacuum system to allow
you to store an open bottle for
up to 10 days.*
10-14°C

10-14°C

7°C

6/
9-15°C
8°C

6-10°C

6°C

Stores one open bottle for up to 10 days,
depending on the wine and its vintage.
Only available for 2-temperature models.

*

30 | Inspiration
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3 types of shelves

Inspiration

Sliding

Backlit
tactile keys

Curved control panel
allowing you to grip
the door more easily
Storage

Flush-fitted or built-in

to offer a capacity of
up to 89 bottles1

M

understated

Technical elements are
concealed… The air vent is
invisible, handles have now
disappeared, replaced by a
discreet hand grip.

3 cabinet sizes

S

Time for
design

Serving

and a choice of 2 types of
finishes

Light oak or
glossy black

L

4 cabinet sizes

1 air vacuum system

which allows you to store an
open bottle for up to 10 days.3

3 - Depending on the wine and its vintage.
2-temperature model only.

4 types of door2

All of the cabinets in the
Inspiration range can be
both built-in and flushfitted. If flush-fitting, the
wine cabinet is placed
between two kitchen units,
usually under a work top.
If the wine cabinet is going
to be built-in, it is simply
slid into the housing of the
kitchen cabinet.

1 Capacity traditional Bordeaux bottles in Access
Pack or Premium Pack configuration.

Doors 2

Bottle labels
can be seen from
the outside

which perfectly complement your kitchen
Full Glass

Stainless steel
and glass

Technical
glass

Technical
solid door

YEAR
WARRANTY

Serving shelf

It allows you to store
bottles upright.

Shelf labels

to identify your bottles of wine
2

According to the size of the cabinet
body

I ns pir at io n
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ShowCave
Showcases your best
bottles
Well made from high quality materials,
ShowCave has given the wine cabinet
a facelift: innovative and decidedly
modern, it perfectly combines design
and advanced technology.
The ShowCave range is available as a
wine serving or maturing cabinet.

34 | ShowCave

Two functions
20°C
12°C

20°C
12°C

6°C

Wine maturing cabinet
ShowCave is set at 12°C and
recreates the same conditions
found in a natural cellar, by
meeting the criteria essential
for storing wine.

6/
8°C

15 /
16°C

6/
8°C

15 /
16°C

6°C

Wine serving cabinet
ShowCave is set from 6 to
20°C, allowing you to store
all of your bottles at an ideal
serving temperature, according to the type of wine and the
temperature setting selected.

ShowCave | 35

1 size

ShowCave

Has a shallow depth and
can be flush-fitted
ShowCave is designed to fit in
perfectly in all environments.

1 cabinet size
Elegant finishes

Gentle lighting
LEDs placed along the walls
diffuse gentle, amber light

Gentle
lighting

Full Glass door
to showcase your bottles

Elegant finishes

Full Glass door

Side walls in tempered glass and
a reflective back wall

More than just a wine cabinet,
ShowCave adds character
to your interior, whether
traditional or contemporary.
Its multiple assembly combinations mean that you can give
free rein to your imagination
and make it a decorative element in its own right.

Up to 180 bottles

One bottle deep shelves

One bottle
deep shelves

EuroCave’s patented bottle support,
Main du Sommelier, stores all types
of bottles, and allows you to easily
change from storage to display
version.

36 | ShowCave

ShowCave
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R oya le
The best wine cabinet
in the World
Why Royale?
Quite simply because it represents the
best we can offer our customers in
terms of performance, durability and
aesthetics.

One function
20°C
6/
8°C

12°C

15 /
16°C

6°C

Colour Mineral Grey

38 | Royale

This
wine
maturing
cabinet recreates the same
conditions found in a natural
cellar, by meeting the criteria
essential for storing wine.

Royale | 39

A functional,
attractive back
Panel colours

Royale
A unique wine
maturing cabinet

Dimensions:
H 1,847mm x W 880mm x D 617mm
/ 72,83 x 34,65 x 24,40 inches
Capacity:
Up to 122 traditional Bordeaux bottles and 2 magnums
or up to 86 traditional Bordeaux bottles and 20 magnums
or up to 50 magnums.
40 | Royale

Mineral Grey

Patented
“Hygro-control
System”
self-monitors
humidity

Red Earth

Unprecedented shelves

Ash shelf fronts, stained black.
Capacity for 9 bottles.
Premium Main du Sommelier
bottle supports hold all types
of bottles and magnums individually and absorb vibration.
Shelf labels allow you to identify
your bottles.
Soft-close device allowing
shelves to close gently,
vibrationless.

12°C Constant
temperature
guaranteed

Royale can also be placed in the
centre of the room.

The satisfaction of a job
well done
Today, we are proud to say
that we have succeeded in
channelling all of our wine
maturing know-how and
expertise into designing an
exceptional wine cabinet.

Woven filter, with
active charcoal
to purify the air

Lighting included on all
shelves
Light intensity has 3 setting
levels and lighting
can be permanently on,
activated when the door is
opened or permanently off.

Decorative panels:
Mineral Grey or
Red Earth
Triple-glazed door

A numbered wine cabinet
Authentic and unique, every
Royale model is numbered.

Technical feet
absorb vibrations

1

YEAR
WARRANTY

Warranty
Royale, a very high quality and technologically
advanced cabinet, is, in
this way, built to last. As a
brand that is keen to offer
durable products and peace
of mind, for its customers,
EuroCave offers a 10-year
warranty.

R oyale
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Our shelves

Premium equipment available as an optional
extra... the luxury of added features

Standard or Premium equipment offers you a wide choice of layouts, according to
the number of bottles and your storage requirements.

This structure in two materials
combines a rigid structure to
support the bottle and a more
flexible elastomer edge which
adapts to the shape of the
bottle and protects it from
vibration.
Both of these models are
detachable so that you can adapt
your shelf storage to suit the
shape of the bottles and also the
amount of bottles.

Premium shelves only

Extremely flexible storage!

Our Premium shelves offer the advantage of a new generation interior
layout, for increased ergonomics and user-friendliness.

Main du Sommelier

Standard equipment which allows you to easily:
order

store

display

taste

You can choose your own front
cover: do you prefer the warmth
of Light oak or Glossy black?

Thanks to 4 types of shelf

The space between the shelves
is designed to ensure that bottle
labels remain intact.

sliding

up to 12 bottles

42 | Our shelves

storage

up to 77 bottles

display

up to 32 bottles

tasting

up to 11 bottles

Epoxy-coated steel shelf labels
fit onto the shelf, allowing you
to easily write the name of your
wines. An erasable white marker
pen is supplied.

A soft-close device mounted on each sliding shelf ensures quiet
handling and slows its movement when closing.

The Premium model*
has a reworked aesthetic finish
and is more user-friendly in terms
of positioning the bottle.

Equipment as standard for Revelation, Inspiration,
Royale and ShowCave. Available as an optional extra for
the Pure range.
*
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Summary of shelves
Compact

Premium

MDS universal shelf

Champagne shelf

MDS universal shelf

MDS2 universal shelf

Universal shelf

Bordeaux shelf

Universal shelf

Universal shelf

up to 12 bottles

Store

up to 77 bottles

Display

MDS display shelf

up to 6 inclined bottles,
up to 26 flat bottles

up to 10 bottles

up to 8 bottles

up to 78 bottles

Display shelf
up to 22 bottles

up to 50 bottles

Serving shelf

up to 20 upright bottles

MDS display shelf

up to 5 inclined bottles,
up to 4 flat bottles

up to 12 bottles

up to 77 bottles

MDS2 display shelf
up to 6 inclined bottles,
up to 26 flat bottles

Serving shelf
up to 11 bottles

Taste

Serving shelf
up to 9 bottles

Première & Pure ranges
44 |

Compact range

Revelation, Inspiration
& Royale range
Pure en option

Shelf capacities are calculated using traditional Bordeaux bottles (except for the Champagne shelf)) - MDS: Main du Sommelier

Order

Classic

Our shelves | 45

Our beautiful coverings
Stainless steel
For large model cabinets in the
Pure and Revelation ranges only,
two options are available:
full covering or covering
of the door only.

Stainless steel
Glass door
Stainless steel

Full cladding
glass door

Revelation – Large model, full stainless steel cladding
Our beautiful coverings | 47

Size
Model

PURE

RANGE

S

M

L

S

M

L

S

M

L

M

L

V-PREM-S

V-PREM-M

V-PREM-L

V-Pure-S

V-Pure-M

V-Pure-L

S-Pure-S

S-Pure-M

S-Pure-L

E-Pure-M

E-Pure-L

Size
Model

Wine maturing cabinets

Wine maturing cabinets

Wine serving cabinets

Wine serving cabinets

Multi-function cabinets

Multi-function cabinets

External layout

External layout
Colours

Cabinet
body

Nero

Nero

Buffalo

Coverings
Solid / Glass + Red/Silver/Black frame

High Gloss Black / Black and glass / Silver and glass / Full Glass / Stainless steel and glass

6

L

S

L

V-Revel-L

S-Revel-S

S-Revel-L

Nero

Coverings

Buffalo

Stainless steel cladding :
6

Door

Interior layout

High Gloss Black / Full Glass / Glass and stainless steel6

Interior layout
92 bottles

169 bottles

213 bottles

92 bottles

166 bottles

215 bottles

92 bottles

166 bottles

215 bottles

135 bottles

190 bottles

Access pack 1

92 bottles

215 bottles

92 bottles

215 bottles

Access pack 1

x1

x1

74 bottles
Premium pack

S
V-Revel-S

Colours
Cabinet
body

Stainless steel cladding6 :

Door

x3

x1

141 bottles

x3

x1

182 bottles

x1

x1

74 bottles

x2

x2

141 bottles

x3

x3

182 bottles

x1

x1

74 bottles

x2

x2

141 bottles

x3

x3

182 bottles

x2

x2

137 bottles

x3

x3

x1

x3

74 bottles

x3

182 bottles

x1

x1

74 bottles

x3

x3

182 bottles

Premium pack 1

x10

x14

x5

x10

x14

x5

x10

x14

x6

x10

Service Pack

x5

x14

x14

x5

Service Pack
92 bottles

169 bottles

234 bottles

92 bottles

168 bottles

234 bottles

92 bottles

168 bottles

234 bottles

155 bottles

209 bottles

Max capacity 1

92 bottles

234 bottles

92 bottles

234 bottles

Max capacity 1

x1

x1

x3

x1

x3

x1

x1

x3

x3

x1

x1

x3

x3

x2

x3

Technical features and energy data
Dimensions HxWxD (mm) 2
Weight (when empty) (Kg)

x1

165 bottles

1

x5

Summary of technical data

REVELATION

3

Recommended operating temperature
range (°C)

960x680x7208

x1

x1

x3

x1

x1

x3

Technical features and energy data
1480x680x7208

1825x680x7208

960x680x7208

1480x680x7208

1825x680x7208

960x680x7208

1480x680x7208

1825x680x7208

1480x680x7208

1825x680x7208

Dimensions HxWxD (mm) 2
Weight (when empty) (Kg) 3

49

68

78

56

75

89

54

73

87

82

96

0/35

0/35

0/35

0/35

0/35

0/35

12/30

12/30

12/30

12/30

12/30

Recommended operating temperature
range (°C)

960x680x7208

1825x680x7208

960x680x7208

1825x680x7208

56

89

54

87

0/35

0/35

12/30

12/30

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

G

G

F

F

F

F

Annual energy consumption AEc3
(kWh/year)

103

125

132

103

125

132

110

125

132

132

150

Annual energy consumption AEc3
(kWh/year)

103

132

110

132

Useful volume (litres)

209

360

461

205

356

457

209

360

461

346

446

Useful volume (litres)

205

457

209

461

-

-

-

-

37

37

37

37

C

C

C

C

Energy efficiency class3

Temperature of other compartments
(bringing wine to room temperature)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

15-22

15-22

Energy efficiency class3

Temperature of other compartments
(bringing wine to room temperature)

Sound emission (dB(A))3

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

Sound emission (dB(A))

Sound class

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Sound class

3

Cabinet capacities are calculated using traditional Bordeaux bottles. 2 Depth without handle (except for ShowCave). 3 This data only concerns models fitted with a Glossy Black or solid door using R600a gas or glass
door for M Inspiration models. (R134a gas for Showcave). Consult your EuroCave dealer for other types of doors and models using R134a gas. 4 Flush fitting range. Ask your stockist about flush fitting conditions. 5
For large models in the Compact range, if your wine cabinet is not flush fitted, it is essential that you fasten it to the wall. Otherwise, it could tip over. 6 Large models only 7 Small models only 8 Dimensions including
the rear stop, 690mm excluding the rear stop. 9 Sizes S, M and L in the Inspiration range only. 10 Sizes S and L in the Inspiration range only.

PREMIÈRE

1

RANGE

Size
Model

INSPIRATION

SHOWCAVE

ROYALE

S

L

S

L

S

M

L

S

M

L

L

V059

V2595

S059

S2595

V-INSP-S

V-INSP-M

V-INSP-L

S-INSP-S

D-INSP-M

9180V

V-ROYALE-L

Wine maturing cabinets

Wine serving cabinets

Multi-function cabinets

External layout
Colours
Cabinet
body

Nero

Coverings

Door

Nero

-

-

Glass / Full Glass / Technical

Full Glass

Mineral Grey
Red Earth
Full Glass

Interior layout
47 bottles

164 bottles

x1

x3

30 bottles

58 bottles

89 bottles

-

Access pack 1

x1

38 bottles
Premium pack 1

x1

118 bottles

x4

x14

x1
38 bottles

x4

118 bottles

x2

x1

29 bottles

x14

x4

x2
56 bottles

167 bottles

56 bottles

167 bottles

x1

x4

Max capacity 1

x1

x4

x1

x1

x1

x7

x1

x1

x9

x12

x1

124 bottles
90 -180 bottles

x4

88 bottles

59 bouteilles

x1

29 bottles

x14

58 bottles

30 bottles

x3

89 bottles

x9

28 bottles
Service Pack

x3

x2

59 bottles

x12

28 bottles

x1

89 bottles

x2

x1

51 bottles

x1

x4

29 bottles

x4

x14

x2

-

x1

51 bottles

x4

x2

180 bottles stored
2 doors

124 bottles

x12

x1

Technical features and energy data
Dimensions HxWxD (mm) 2

836-852x594x550

1796-1812x594x590

836-852x594x550

1796-1812x594x590

810-880 x 594 x 597

1320-1380 x 594 x 597

1820-1890 x 594 x 597

810-880 x 594 x 597

1320-1380 x 594 x 597

2190x1284x499

1847 x 880 x 617

Weight (when empty) (Kg) 3

42

65

40

63

54

72

91

54

78

270

250

0/30

0/30

12/30

12/30

12/35

12/35

12/35

12/35

12/35

15/25

0/35

G

G

G

G

F

G

G

F

G

-

G

Annual energy consumption AEc3
(kWh/year)

128

150

128

150

99

154

136

99

168

3250

198

Useful volume (litres)

112

319

116

323

94

182

273

94

167

773

421

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

41

37

41

37

38

38

38

38

38

52

37

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

Recommended operating temperature
range (°C)
Energy efficiency class3

Temperature of other compartments
(bringing wine to room temperature)
Sound emission (dB(A))
Sound class

3

Cabinet capacities are calculated using traditional Bordeaux bottles. 2 Depth without handle (except for ShowCave). 3 This data only concerns models fitted with a Glossy Black or solid door using R600a gas or glass
door for M Inspiration models. (R134a gas for Showcave). Consult your EuroCave dealer for other types of doors and models using R134a gas. 4 Flush fitting range. Ask your stockist about flush fitting conditions. 5
For large models in the Compact range, if your wine cabinet is not flush fitted, it is essential that you fasten it to the wall. Otherwise, it could tip over. 6 Large models only 7 Small models only 8 Dimensions including
the rear stop, 690mm excluding the rear stop. 9 Sizes S, M and L in the Inspiration range only. 10 Sizes S and L in the Inspiration range only.

COMPACT4

1

RANGE

Our “ Wine ser ving ” range

Wine Art

Tête à Tête

Wine Art allows you to drink your
wine at your own pace.
It brings your wine to the correct
serving temperature and preserves
two open bottles.

Tête à Tête, the very best option
for serving your fine wines and
storing open bottles.

Preserve your open bottles

Wine Art,
Clever & practical

Thanks to the air vacuum system, once opened, your
bottle is protected from any risk of oxidation for up
to 10 days* (effectiveness scientifically proven by
CESEO, Cellule d’Expertise Scientifique En Œnologie – oenology scientific expertise unit, of Institut
Universitaire de la Vigne et du Vin – wine and vine
university institute - in Dijon, France).

Wine Art

*

User-friendly

Store your wine at an ideal serving
temperature

Reveals the flavours of
your wine
Wine Art preserves open bottles for up
to 10 days* and brings wine to an ideal
serving temperature.

according to the wine and its vintage

Two separate compartments bring your bottles of
red, white and/or rosé wine to the correct serving
temperature.

2 separate
compartments

Brings wine
to an ideal
serving
temperature

Technical features
Width
245 mm

Height
478 mm

*

54 | Wine Art

according to the wine and its vintage

Wine Art

Depth
248 mm

1 colour combinations:

Black/Silver

Weight: 5.48 kg
Power supply: external
Power consumption: 70W
Operating ambient temperature range: 18 - 30°C**
Noise level dB(A): 38
**

with a maximum humidity level of 50 %

Têt e à Tê te
Perfect your wine
service and take full
advantage of all the
qualities of your wine.

In free standing or flush fitting version.
56 | Tête à Tête
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Tête à Tête

“ Main du Sommelier ”
bottle support
Holds and protects your bottles.

User-friendly touch
screen
To accurately set your fine
wines to the optimum
conditions, vacuum seal and
activate the lighting.

User-friendly touch
screen
Original storage

Preserves 2 open bottles
EuroCave’s exclusive air vacuum
system prevents wine from
oxidising and preserves 2 open
bottles of wine for up to 10 days*.

Full glass door and
amber lighting
Original storage
10 horizontal bottles,
2 vertical bottles.

Bottles held
and protected
Design
A Full Glass door and glass top
cover for an elegant finish
–
Amber lighting to highlight your
bottles.

Preserves 2 open
bottles

*according to the wine and its vintage

Tête à Tête
58 | Tête à Tête

Our cellar layouts

60 | Wine Art

| 61

Cellar conditioners and storage systems
Modulo|rack

Modulo|steel

Modulo|thèque

Store your bottles directly in
their cases.

Assemble steel modules in
infinite ways and give your cellar
a contemporary feel.

Create a customised piece of
furniture in solid oak that adapts
to the lines of your natural cellar.

Inoa
Condition and thereby
transform any room
into a wine cellar.

62 | Cellar conditioners and storage systems
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Modulo|rack,
A sliding shelf system

Modulo|rack
The best solution for
storing wine cases
Stores your bottles directly in their
cases.

Width
400 mm

Easy access to your
bottles
Based on the principle of sliding
shelves used in wine cabinets,
Modulorack is fitted with a
sliding shelf system* for storing
wine cases, in this way making
it easier for you to access your
bottles.

Height
500 mm

Depth
500 mm
*

Supplied without the wooden cases

Clever modular storage
• Modulorack is designed to withstand the weight
of two twelve bottle cases.
• Several Moduloracks can be assembled
to increase storage capacity.
Fastened to the ground, they form a strong, practical storage
system. In this way, you can create an effective and stylish area
for storing bottles in their original cases.

64 | Modulo | rack
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Optimised storage
3 types of storage: Storage, display or sliding shelf system
which holds wine cases*.

Modulo|steel
The contemporary
storage system that
can be customised in
endless ways!
Easy to fit modules, which can be
fastened to each other in endless ways.
A new product with clean, modern
lines for a decidedly contemporary
style.

Modulo|steel,
Contemporary and customisable
An adaptable modular
design
Customisable, Modulosteel
can be assembled in endless
ways thanks to its modules
which are attached to each
other side by side.
Available in 2 widths for greater
modulo options!

Simply move the steel tubes and fasten the Main du Sommelier
supports in the desired position.
*

Not supplied

1 mid-height unit
Up to 72 bottles

Single depth storage
Material: Black painted steel
Epoxy coated to protect it from moisture

1 storage unit
Up to 72 bottles
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1 unit
Up to 136 bottles

1 narrow unit
Up to 85 bottles

Modulo | steel | 67

Technical features

Optional extras
1 mid-height unit

The structure

1 unit = 8 bottles per level
Storage

Storage

Display

Width
720 mm

Width
720 mm*

Height
1,160 mm

1 narrow unit
Storage or Display
Width
520 mm

Height
2000 mm

6 shelves
72 bottles maximum

Depth
505 mm
Height
2,000 mm

9 levels
–
72 bottles maximum

Display

Depth
505 mm

17 levels
–
136 bottles maximum

8 display levels
+ 1 storage level
–
72 bottles maximum

You decide on the layout of the structure,
according to your requirements.
*

Available in a narrow version measuring 520 mm

Depth
505 mm

17 levels
85 bottles maximum

8 display levels
+ 1 storage level
45 bottles maximum

1 finishing top cover

Shelf for wine case
Top cover which is easily mounted,
on top of the central storage
section. Can be placed on the
structure at full height or midheight.

4 display levels + 1 storage level
–
40 bottles maximum

Up to 7 levels
for wine cases

*
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1 storage unit

It must be used next to a 2 m central storage section (1 unit)

Modulo|thèque

Modulo|thèque,
Luxurious and adaptable

Luxury storage for
your finest wines
Its concept, original and innovative,
is based on the assembly of different
modules, to createYOUR own personal
storage system.
Adaptable, Modulothèque can be
added to as the number of your bottles
increases.

An almost tailor-made product
Thanks to a choice of 15 modules, Modulothèque
adapts to the requirements of the room to be fitted out (sloping roof, corner of a room, vaulted
ceiling...)
Easy to assemble, the modules can be dismantled
if you want to move them
or change the layout of your Modulothèque.

Low ceiling

H1,336 xW2,426 x D584 mm

Sloping roof

H2,008 xW1,842 x D584 mm

The width, height and storage capacity vary
according to the number of modules installed
and shelves chosen: the layout possibilities for
Modulothèque are endless!

Around a pillar

Ø1,800 mm H2,060 mm
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Vaulted ceiling

H2,008 xW2,426 x D584 mm

Corner of a room

1st section of wall: L2,215.7 mm
2 section of wall: H2,008 xW1,631.7mm x D584 mm
nd
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Technical features

6
1

Pedestal module (MV2/MV17)

Thanks to its 4 adjustable feet1, it offers
excellent stability on any floor surface. Also
available in pedestal corner module version.

4

Cross module (MV18)

This cross-shaped module3 option attractively
and practically stores up to 72 bottles2.

Safely store up to 27 bottles on top of your
storage system, sold in twos.
H85 x D20 mm – 0.90 kg

6

7

Superior finishes (MV3)

7

9

Shelf module (MV7)

This module vertically displays your bottles.
H20 x W550 x D120 mm – 1.78 kg

4.40 kg

MV2: H162 x W584 x D584 mm – 6.50 kg
Available in 40 cm width.
MV17: H162 x W584 x D698 mm – 4.20 kg

2

Basic module (MV1/MV16)

Store up to 99 bottles in one same module.
The basic module can be fitted with shelves of
your choice. Optimise your space by storing
44 bottles2 in the corner basic module version.
2

MV1: H587 x W584 x D584 mm – 11.60 kg
Available in 40 cm width.
MV16: H587 x W584 x D698 mm – 13.50 kg

3

8

2
5

The rack module3 allows you to easily access
bottles stored in their original cases (cases not
supplied), thanks to the sliding shelf system.
Also equipped with a drawer to store various
items and 3 Magnum bottle holders.
Total capacity: 24 bottles + 3 magnums on
the side

3

8
4

H582 x W543 x D543 mm – 20.20 kg

Bar module (MV6)

The bar module3 is fitted with a sliding shelf
and glass holder. It is the perfect module to
ensure drinking your wine is an enjoyable
experience.
H70 x W540 x D540 mm – 11.30 kg

10

5

9
2

Swinging bottle holder (MV211)

This wire bottle holder allows you to
vertically display your bottles.
H270 xW85 x D105 mm – 0.24 kg

10
1

1

Safely and easily handle 4 open bottles.
H20 xW550 x D120 mm – 1.30 kg

11

Rack module (MV8)

Vertical bottle holder shelf (MV4)

Horizontal bottle holder (MV5)

This module, which gives direct access to
your bottles, allows you to store 4 magnums
or 8 bottles lying flat.
H640 x W122.7 x D584 mm – 7.20 kg

11

The shelves

Fit your Modulothèque with storage or
sliding shelves in an oak finish.

1- Pedestal module supplied with 2 feet. Two extra feet (MV9) must be added for the latest module. 2- Traditional Bordeaux bottles. 3- Module fits into the basic module.
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Inoa,
The cellar
conditioner

Inoa
The principle of EuroCave cellar conditioners is to transform any type of
room (garage, store room…) into a real
wine cellar. Control of temperatures,
maintaining humidity, air circulation…
EuroCave cellar conditioners recreate the conditions essential for storing
wine and make your everyday life easier.

Attractive and practical
EuroCave conditioners are singlepiece and therefore easy to fit:
they contain the evaporator and
condenser in one same unit. In this
way, they require no gas charging
or welding. All you need is a wall
socket!
Designed to be aesthetically pleasing,
Inoa conditioners are fitted with
a very discreet front cover in
galvanised steel, to be positioned,
according to your preference, inside
or outside your cellar.

Automatic operation
As is the case for wine cabinets,
EuroCave’s cellar conditioner is
fitted with a refrigerating unit: an
evaporator forces cold air inside the
room and a condenser expels warm
out outside. Given the volume to
be conditioned, the evaporator and
condenser are ventilated. The fan of
the evaporator operates continuously
to ensure constant mixing of the
air and optimal uniformity of
temperatures, according to the speeds
adjusted automatically according to
requirements.

Insulation recommended to ensure optimal
performance
EuroCave cellar conditioners are designed to store your wine in optimal
temperature conditions, whilst guaranteeing minimum power consumption.
Since traditional building materials are very poor insulators, it is essential,
in most cases, to insulate the room to be conditioned. In this way, the power
consumption of your appliance remains low and the insulation allows optimal
performance of your conditioner.
A thermal assessment is required before any installation.
Not insulating increases threefold the power required
to condition your room.

EuroCave Service +

Contact your dealer for a free thermal assessment of your cellar!

EuroCave patented technology for multiple advantages
Remote control
Radio remote control
(wired sensor supplied for
installation of the remote control
outside the cellar)

25 or 50 m
conditioner3
Warm air
removal side

25 or 50 m
conditioner3
Cold air removal
side

Natural humidity levels retained: this unique technology is based on an
evaporation temperature of above 0°C and automatic adjustment of fan speeds.
In this way, the relative humidity level is above 50% and the air in the cellar
does not dry out.
Uniformity of temperature is guaranteed regardless of the temperature outside
the room. Equipped with a heating function, in addition to conditioning, Inoa
conditioners automatically adapt their temperature if the room varies
by half a degree in relation to the set temperature.
The quietest conditioner on the market. Respects the environment.

Product exclusively designed for wine cellars or rooms which are not lived in (store room, garage)
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Ou r ci gar
h u m i dor

Cigar humidor

A wide selection of finishes
Finishes

Colours

Collection range

C i gar humidor
The preservation
solution for your
cigars
Just like fine wines, cigars require
a calm, quiet rest to preserve their
character.

Nero

Buffalo

White
cotton

Light wood

Wenge

Satin red

Textured
black

A unique automatic regulation
system

Temperature between 15°C (59°F) and 18°C (68°F).
Hygrometry between 60% and 75%

The pleasure of presenting your cigars

Storage drawer
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Presentation tray on sliding rack
in rot-proof exotic wood.
Cigar humidor | 79

3D product selector

O ur s er vic es

Thanks to EuroCave’s 3D software, available from your dealer, you can carry out
a customised simulation of the layout of your future wine cellar and create its
interior layout.

Contact your nearest dealer.
Available in 7 languages: English,
French, German, Dutch, Russian,
Chinese and Japanese.

02/2022– EuroCave Group - Villeurbanne – Commercial registration no. Lyon B320316995 – Specifications subject to change without notice. - Photos non-binding – Photo credits: Studio Guy Renaux, Nicolas Robin, Julien Cregut, Jacques
Mateos, Studio Oostrum, David Butler Photographs, Raz Rogovsky, The Norman Hotel (Tel Aviv), Five Cannes - Rob Kater Photography, et iStock : Tuomas Kujansuu.
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en.eurocave.com

